Improved stereotactic procedure enhances the accuracy of deep brain stimulation electrode implantation in non-human primates.
Non-human primate models of deep brain stimulation (DBS) play an increasingly important role in the exploration of DBS mechanisms. The establishment and recognized usefulness of such models depend on the precise positioning of the stimulating targets and electrode implants. The optimal method of targeting remains controversial. This paper described an improved stereotactic procedure that uses a self-developed adaptor to improve accuracy. This involved: (1) connecting clinical stereotactic devices with the skull of primates using a self-developed adaptor; (2) pre-operation targeting via magnetic resonance imaging (MRI); (3) target re-checking by microelectrode recording (MER); (4) DBS electrode implantation; (5) post-operative MRI verification of electrode placement and (6) positioning confirmation by DBS programming. Use of the adaptor enabled clinical stereotactic surgery, pre-operative MRI targeting, microelectrode mapping and post-operative verification in primate DBS operations. Discrepancies between achieved and predetermined electrode position were around 0.6 mm. DBS programming improved the motor function of the hemiparkinsonism animals and decreased the numbers of rotation induced by apomorphine, indicating the precise positioning of the stimulating target and successful implanting of electrode using this method. An improved stereotactic procedure was performed during a non-human primate DBS operation using a self-developed adaptor. The accuracy of DBS electrode implantation in non-human primates was improved with this method.